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Service Review Panel Report 

 “…the major cause of rail service problems is railway market power, 

which leads to an imbalance in the commercial relationships between 

the railways and other stakeholders. This, in turn, reduces the 

railways’ accountability for performance.” 

 

 Recommended that shippers should have the right to a service 

agreement 
 

 Facilitator should help shippers and RR’s negotiate standardized 

SLA’s 

 If parties can’t agree on a commercial dispute resolution process, the 

Agency should arbitrate SLA’s 
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Service review panel report 

 Federal Government response  

 March 18, 2011 

 Announced intention to table a bill to give shippers the right to a 

service agreement and an arbitrated process to establish one if 

negotiations fail 

 October 31, 2011 

 Jim Dinning appointed to lead six month facilitation process to 

develop a template for service agreements and a dispute resolution 

process.  
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The Boilerplate SLA 

 Initiative began in Dec. 2010, prior to the release of RFSR report 

 Terms of reference 
 

 Consult with pulse and special crops shippers  to identify their 

expectations with respect to the  core elements of an SLA.  

 Identify potential benefits and problems  with the concept 

 Develop boilerplate terms and conditions that could be used by Pulse and 

Special crops shippers to negotiate shipper specific agreements 

 Subsequent to development of draft SLA discussions took place with 

shipper organizations in sectors outside of pulse and special crops 

industry and with railways, Transport Canada and AAFC 

 SLA template has been refined and endorsed by a sub-committee of the 

Crop Logistics Working group representing a broad range of Ag industry 

sectors 
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SLA template – key principles 
 

 Shipper performance already established in railway tariffs 

 The SLA therefore focuses on railway performance standards 
 

 Core elements of service identified 

 Car supply, transit time, local service performance, dispute resolution 

process, performance standards, consequences of non-performance, 

dispute resolution and force majeure 
 

 The boilerplate agreement provides the general legal framework and 

identification of elements of service but service levels for any 

individual shipper are left to negotiation/arbitration 
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The Dinning Consultations 

 What did shippers ask for? 

 

 Shippers identified a list of mandatory elements that should be in 

all service level agreements consistent with the 

recommendations of the RFSR panel. 

 

 Shippers asked for the development of a dispute resolution 

process to permit the establishment of service level agreements 

if commercial negotiations fail. 
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The Dinning Consultations 

 How did railways respond? 

 Railway commitments must be subject to shipper forecasts and 

volume commitments  

 No service elements should be mandatory 

 They would not agree to discuss the creation of a dispute 

resolution process involving a third party, that could lead to a 

service level agreement 
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Post Dinning 

 The Dinning report 

 

 Did not reflect shippers’ position that there was an imbalance in 

negotiating power between shippers and railways.  

 Recommended the use of a service level agreement template 

that the shipper group had unanimously rejected. 
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Bill C-52 

 December 11, 2012 

 Introduction of Bill C-52, the Fair Rail Freight Service Act. 

 Shipper groups proposed a number of amendments to 

address concerns with the Bill. 

 

 Passed without amendment and made effective June 26, 

2013 
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Key features of Bill C-52 

 The process is triggered by the shipper 

 

169.31 (1) If a shipper and a railway company are unable to agree 

and enter into a contract under subsection 126(1) respecting the 

manner in which the railway company must fulfil its service 

obligations under section 113, the shipper may submit any of the 

following matters, in writing, to the Agency for arbitration: 
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(a) the operational terms that the railway company must comply with in 

respect of receiving, loading, carrying, unloading and delivering the traffic, 

including performance standards and communication protocols; 
 

(b) the operational terms that the railway company must comply with if it fails 

to comply with an operational term described in paragraph (a); 
 

(c) any operational term that the shipper must comply with that is related to an 

operational term described in paragraph (a) or (b); 
 

(d) any service provided by the railway company incidental to transportation 

that is customary or usual in connection with the business of a railway 

company; or 
 

(e) the question of whether the railway company may apply a charge with 

respect to an operational term described in paragraph (a) or (b) or for a 

service described in paragraph (d). 
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 Agency has been clear that service level arbitration cannot address 

rate issues. 

 Arbitration excluded in cases where: 

 Matter is governed by a “written agreement including confidential 

contract” 

 Is a tariff or a contract resulting from Final Offer Arbitration 

 Is arbitrator’s decision under LOS arbitration 

 Is subject to an order made under section 116(4) 
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The SL arbitration process 

 It is a relatively short process 

 30 day notice of desire for SLA to railway 

 Evidence of notice and evidence of good faith negotiations  

 15 days notice to RR of intent to submit issue to Agency 

 Submission of issues to agency 

 Within 10 days – of submission – parties submit proposals with 

details of SLA request 

 Within 20 days – of submission – parties submit evidence in 

support of their submissions 

 Each step requires a higher degree of detail and must 

conform to the letter of the Canada Transportation Act 

sections 126 and 169.31 – 34 
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 Agency will establish list of persons, including  

Members, to act as arbitrators 

 Agency plans to use members or staff initially 

 Agency will charge no fee if arbitrator is Agency member or staff 

 If proceedings held in Ottawa, Agency will provide facilities at no 

additional charge 

 Any arbitration fees and costs that the Agency does incur will be 

split between the railway and shipper 

 Railway and shipper responsible for their own legal, expert and 

other costs.  
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 A service agreement reached through service level arbitration 

will be a confidential contract valid for one year.  

 Must be commercially fair and reasonable 

 Must be made within 45 days if possible otherwise 65 days at the 

arbitrator’s discretion 

 If railway applies for order declaring that shipper is not entitled to 

LOS arbitration (within 10 days of submission) 

 Agency will adjudicate in parallel process 

 Shipper will have 3 business days to respond 

 Agency decision will be rendered before arbitrator decision 
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Preparing for Service Level Arbitration 

 Advantages and disadvantages of Bill C-52 

 Considerations prior to beginning service level arbitration 

 Use of the SLA template 
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The Fair Rail Freight Service Act (C-52) 
Primary CRS concerns 

 

1. No amendment to LOS provisions 

 Lack of guidance to parties and arbitrators in how adequate and suitable is defined 

 Bill C-30 introduced March 26, 2014 may help with this 

2. Use of “operational terms” to define elements of shipper submission may limit 

scope of issues that will be accepted by arbitrators. 

 Force majeure, financial consequences, dispute resolution etc.  

3. Concern that RR could impose single shipper tariff in response to 

“unfavourable” SLA conditions. 

 Shipper proposal that such single shipper tariffs be subject to Agency review under 

section 120.1 
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The Fair Rail Freight Service Act (C-52) 
Primary CRS concerns 

4. The wording of the proposed section 169.37 may allow an arbitrator to 

consider items raised by a railway company and not included in a shipper’s 

submission. 

 This weakens the principle that it is the shipper who frames the matters in 

dispute.   Changes were proposed to clarify that the arbitrator can only consider 

matters submitted by the shipper.  

 

5. The bill, in section 169.37 requires the arbitrator to consider the impact of a 

shipper’s needs on the railway company’s network. 

 The shipper would have very limited ability to counter such claims and these 

considerations should be irrelevant to the consideration of the level of service 

that a shipper is entitled to.    
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The Fair Rail Freight Service Act (C-52) 
Primary CRS concerns 

6. No mechanism for shippers to identify and determine consequences for a 

breach of SLA conditions.  

 Shipper proposal would have allowed the shipper to submit identified breaches 

of SLA to Agency for their arbitration and determination of damages and 

remedies 
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Are there advantages to C-52? 

 Timelines are compressed which should minimize costs 

 

 Service level arbitration is prospective – forward looking 

 Section 116 proceedings require detailed data about what has 

happened in the past  

 This burden should be much less for service level arbitration 

 You only need to demonstrate the service levels you require and defend 

them as “commercially fair and reasonable” and consistent with railway 

service level obligations laid out in the Canada Transportation Act.   
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Are there advantages to C-52? 

 While 169.31 does not include financial consequences 

for non-performance - as a listed element of a shipper’s 

arbitration submission – it does not specifically exclude 

it. 

 In reality the words “operational term” may be problematic but shippers 

can include financial consequences in their submission to test this 

issue.  

 In Canadian contract law, for a financial consequence for a breach of an 

agreement to be enforceable, the consequence should reflect a 

reasonable pre-estimate of the liquidated damages that a party will 

suffer due to a breech.    
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Enforcement of the SLA 

 The Agency may by regulation assess Administrative 

Monetary Penalties to a railway for failing to comply with 

an arbitrator’s decision.   

 The maximum amount will be $100,000 per occurrence.  

 AMP’s are payable to the Receiver General 

 Shipper must file request for enforcement of the SLA 

 Evidence should be provided 

 

 A designated enforcement officer will be assigned to investigate 

 An expedited fact finding process 
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Considerations prior to beginning  

service level arbitration 

 Need to demonstrate good faith negotiations 

 Section 126 notice period should be respected 

 

 The SL arbitration provisions can give you strength in 

your negotiations – ensure your carrier knows you’re 

aware of your rights 

 

 Prepare your data, your argument and your “story” in 

advance of any submission.  Once the clock starts 

ticking you will be under considerable time pressure. 
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Considerations prior to beginning  

service level arbitration 

 Under section 169.37 the arbitrator must take account of: 
 

(a)  the railway company’s service obligations under section 113 to other 

shippers and the railway company’s obligations to persons and other 

companies under section 114 

(b)  the railway company’s obligations, if any, with respect to a public 

passenger service provider 

(c)  the railway company’s and the shipper’s operational requirements and 

restrictions 

(d)  the question of whether there is available to the shipper an alternative, 

effective, adequate and competitive means of transporting the goods to 

which the service obligations relate.  
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Considerations prior to beginning  

service level arbitration 

 Because of 169.37, you should consider in advance: 

 How your traffic is delivered by the railway? 

 What other customers are directly affected by your service levels 

and how might your demand for service affect them 

 Can you defend your service demands given the constraints of 

your own and your receivers’ rail capacity and throughput 

constraints 

 What are the direct costs and service implications of using 

competitive modes or carriers (if available) 
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Considerations prior to beginning  

service level arbitration 

 Ensure you marshal the necessary technical and legal 

resources prior to engaging in an SLA arbitration 

 It is a condensed process, be prepared 

 

 Be prepared for railways to aggressively dispute your 

service demands 

 Understand the exclusions from SL arbitration in 169.31(2) –(4) 
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Use of the SLA template 

 The SLA template provides one of the starting points for 

development of a service level proposal 

 

 For consideration in negotiation 

 As a formal proposal to an arbitrator under Section 169.  
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Use of the SLA template 

 What elements do you consider critical? 

 Empty car supply 

 Intermodal equipment supply 

 Service days of the week/time of day 

 Transit time 

 Communication protocols 

 Performance standards and measurement 

 Financial consequences for non-performance 

 Dispute resolution 

 Force Majeure 

 The template contains suggested language in all these 

areas. 
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Use of the SLA template 

 The SLA template is a starting point 

 Guiding principles were need for clarity in the definition of critical 

elements and process definition for measurement/reporting, 

communication, and dispute resolution.   

 

 Your commercial needs are a starting point 

 

 The language of the template will guide you and your SLA team 

(technical and legal) in the development of your proposal to meet 

your specific needs 
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Use of the SLA template 

 Requested service standards should reflect your needs 

but must reasonable in your specific circumstances.   

 

 Standards for service delivery and recovery should allow 

for some variability in railway service performance or 

they are likely to fail the “commercially fair and 

reasonable” test of section 169.38  
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QUESTIONS 
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